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Executive Summary

Educational systems face new opportunities and challenges in the 21st century. Technology 

and new models of learning allow students to receive instruction increasingly personalized 

to their interests, tailored to their pace and available without restrictions on geography and 

time. At the same time, these systems are under mounting pressure to reduce costs while 

maintaining or improving student outcomes.  To improve educational productivity, many school 

districts and states are turning to online learning.  However, an emerging problem confronting 

state policymakers and education leaders is determining what states should pay for a specific 

course as part of an offering of supplemental courses.  Traditionally, this figure is established 

without any rigorous analysis or rationale.  The funding mechanism often creates a market 

structure that compensates providers with a fee-for-service rather than pay-for-performance 

model.  As a result, some providers are priced out of serving students and others face pressure 

to maximize their price to capture as much of the funding subsidy as possible.  Recognizing 

this tension, we have created a framework using a sealed bid auction to identify quality 

providers at competitive prices and to reward providers that promote student success.

The framework is formed on the basis of recommendations by leaders in academia, including 

Professor Alvin Roth, a Stanford Professor of Economics and Nobel Laureate, leaders in the 

online education field, and state officials responsible for implementing course choice programs.

This paper presents the framework for selecting online providers in a visual form, breaks down 

the visual step by step, highlights its benefits, and acknowledges the remaining components 

of an online education system that a state must consider (e.g. student enrollment, logistics 

of provider compensation, and provider assessments).  It is meant to inform state policy by 

introducing a framework that is adaptable across states, which may be considering different 

factors when implementing online education policy.  There are still areas for further research, 

and this framework is not intended to answer all of the many questions that face the nascent 

online education field.  It is, however, intended to offer states a coherent process that they can 

use to select quality online course providers and pay competitive prices for their products while 

encouraging student success.


